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ABSTRACT

The theory of phonon-asslsted two-photon transitions to excitonlc

states in semiconductors has been theoretically investigated. The effects of

both the nonparaboliclty of the band and the degeneracy of the valence band

have been taken into account. Expressions for the absorption coefficient

through different band maels are calculated. The numerical applications to

Cdl^ and GaP show that the 4-band nodel give* the dominant contribution

which lead* to • final s-exciton state. An exciton peak appears at an energy

which is close to that recently observed In Cdlj. The non-parabolic effect

enhances the absorption coefficient by a two-order of magnitude.

1)
Since the discovery of the high intense laser sources, tvo-photon

•pectroscopy became a powerful tool in studying the band structures of solids

Recently, a theory of direct and Indirect interband transitions in semiconductors

has been developed including the effects of the nonparaboliclty of the bands.

It has been found that the dominant transition mechanisms are of the alloved-

allowed type of transitions both close and far from the band edge. The numerical

result was found to agree with the recent experimental data in Zo and AgCl 3)

In this work we Introduce a theory of the two-photon transitions to

exciton ststes. A perturbative approach has been adopted through five

different band models. The absorption coefficients, ajj'(ex) and a"(ex),

for parabolic and nonparabolic band approximations respectively, are calculated.

The numerical results to Cdl2 and GaP show that the 4-band model, (4-/1),

in which the spin-orbit splitting valence band form the second intermediate

state, gives the dominant contribution. A peak appears at energies before and

after the indirect band edge for non-parabolic and parabolic eases, respectively,

in case of the (2-B) model. Therefore, one would expect, as a final state an

s- or d-llke exciton state. The peak appears at 2hu - 3.38(eV), Cnu> Is the

photon energy), for a,(ex) In Cdlj is close in energy to the peak recently

^ at 2nu - 3.26 (eV). This is the firstobserved by Unnikrlshnan et al.

evidence that, thia peak is due to excitonlc transitions and not due to the

presence of a donor-acceptor pair -aa has been predicted . Furthermore,

the nonparabolic expression of the absorption coefficient Is two orders of

magnitude greater than the parabolic one.

From third-order time-dependent perturbation theory, the two-photon

phonon-aasisted transition probability to exciton states can be written as

„ 4-

where is the exciton binding energy of quantum number n. A. is the vector
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l><t|ct>p|potential of photon 4iu, of polarisation c., and <f|c

<t' |Q'|0> are two photon matrix elements and one phonon matrix element which

couple both Initial, 0, and final, f, states to the intermediate states I and

1'. p. j is a permutation operator of the photons fun, and tiuu, and l

refers to the emission or absorption of the phonon energy "fin.

Substituting into Eq.(l) the expression of the energy difference

(E,-En) for the parabolic band approximation,
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what* ~T + ~3F *• t h e inver«eof the exclton effective reduced ease,

obtains for the absorption coefficient, where, -TTw = -KID = «u ,

where

\

n' la the refractive Index of the photon of denalty N.

To obtain a simple analytic expression for a?(es) one, usually,
selects a certain band model. He adopted, for thia process, the following band
modela Indicated In Fig. It (2-B), (3-B, A) and (4-B. A ) .

According to these models Eq.(2) becomes,

(3)

where

for (2-B) model.

for (3-B) or {C3-fl)J eodel,

for (4*B) or {(A-fi)} eodel.

The final states will be d-, p- or •- like states according to the
•odel (2-B), (3-B, A) or (4-B, i> respectively. The aatrlx element»
D, R and P are discussed and numerically calculated by fitting to

experimental data In a previous paper 5)
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When one uses the Bore accurate nonparabolic expression for

Into Eq.(2) and p*rfomlng the k-Integration, a"(ex) reads

L h

(5)

the point of view of the different band aodela, expression (5)

tends to

where H Is as mentioned above.

He have performed numerical calculation* to estimate the values of

OP(ex) and a"(ex) for the indirect gap materials Cdlj and CaP through

the different band Models. The results are shown In Table 1. From the table

we conclude the following:

1) The (4-A) Model gives the dominate contribution to both a^(ex)

and o"(ex).

2) Exciton peaks appear in Cdlj at photon energy 2Kw • 3.38(eV)

and 3.495 (eV) for nonparabolic and parabolic cases, respectively, according

to the (2-B) Model. The corresponding peaks in GaP appear at 2hu - 2.205

and 2fb - 2.285 (eV).

3) The flrat peak lie* in the forbidden energy gap while the other
lies In the continuum,

4) The peak at 2ffu • 3.38 (eV) lies close in energy to that
recently observed in Cdl2 *' at 2IW - 2.26 (eV). This peak is, therefore, the
result of transition mechanism through the (2-B) Model which leads to a d-llke
exclton state and not due to the presence of a donor*acceptor pair as
suggested by Sef. 4.

5) an(ex) is two orders of magnitude greater than a^(ex).
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TABLE 1

The nunerical values for a^(ex) and a"(ex) at the photon energies Indicated

in Cdl- and GaP through the band models adopted. N is the photon density.
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(model)

(2-B)

(3-B)

(3-4)

(4-B)

(4-fi)

2

3.98(eV)

GaP

2flui - 2.77(eV)

2.1 * 10"20N 5.1 x 10"18N 4.8 x 10'20N 2.8 x 10*18N

3.64 x 10'17N 7.2 x 10"l5N 6.0 x 10'1SN 3.47 x 1(T13N

1.73 x 10*20N 4.08 x 10'18H 1.43 x 10"l9N 8.16 x 10"18N

1.85 it 10"1ZN 4.4 x 10'10N 2.56 x 10"1ZN 1.48 x 10'10H

1.1 x 10"UN 2.59 x 10'9N 3.9 x 10"9N 2.23 x 10'9N
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1 Schematic dlagrans for the nodela (2-B) (a) (3-B. A) (b) mnd
(4-B, A) (c). Transitions indicated by t and II belong to
(3-B) or (4-B) and (3-ft) or (4-4) respectively. The full
arrows Indicate the photon Matrix elements while the wavy arrov*
are for the phonon natrlx eleawnt*.
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